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The Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women (CEDAW) is a UN treaty that
would impact every aspect of life and place Americans under the supervision of a UN committee of “experts.” Under
the guise of “eliminating discrimination against women,” it
would hand over women’s freedom to make personal decisions – such as family duties, parental rights, religious exercise, education and employment – to government agents
and an unaccountable UN committee.
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household and childcare chores.
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laws and culture. It may harm our national security by subjecting its “gender neutral” dictates onto our military by
requiring quotas and invalidating protections for women. It
will invite frivolous lawsuits.
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Countries that ratify CEDAW are required to report to the
CEDAW Committee consisting of 23 “gender experts.”
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Outrageous Rulings by CEDAW Committee:
It told China to decriminalize prostitution.
It criticized Mexico for a lack of access to abortion.
It criticized Ireland for the Catholic Church’s influence on
attitudes and state policy.
It reprimanded Belarus for celebrating Mothers Day.
It scolded the Netherlands for not increasing the number
of women in government, academic, private and business
sectors.
It told Italy to revise school textbooks to reflect nonstereotypical gender roles.
It told Armenia to combat the stereotype of “women in the
noble role of mother.”
It criticized Slovenia because “less than 30 per cent of
children under three years of age … were in formal day
care.”
It urged Finland to promote equal sharing of domestic and
family tasks between women and men.
It expressed displeasure that Icelandic women held parttime jobs and spent more time than men taking care of
children.
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